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The PC Doctor's Fix It Yourself GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2004
If you are reading this, you probably have a computer. If I’m right and you do, then there’s a very good chance that it’s important to you, either personally or professionally, or both. Another thing I can safely assume is that you probably know what it feels like when your computer goes wrong.

Computers are all around...
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Computers For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Great advice on choosing a computer, getting online, and having fun!


	Computers are an essential part of daily life these days, but they can be a bit intimidating at first. Computers For Seniors For Dummies, 2nd Edition gets you going with lots of illustrations and easy-to-follow-instructions, never assuming you already know...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4A: Combinatorial Algorithms, Part 1Addison Wesley, 2011

	The TITLE of Volume 4 is Combinatorial Algorithms, and when I proposed it I was strongly inclined to add a subtitle: The Kind of Programming I Like Best. Mv editors have decided to tone down such exuberance, but the fact remains that programs with a combinatorial flavor have always been my favorites.


	On the other hand I've...
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Computer Aided and Integrated Manufacturing Systems, Volume 4: Computer Aided Design / Computer Aided ManufacturingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This 5 volume MRW (Major Reference Work) is entitled "Computer Aided and
	Integrated Manufacturing Systems". A brief summary description of each of the
	5 volumes will be noted in their respective PREFACES. An MRW is normally on
	a broad subject of major importance on the international scene. Because of the
	breadth of a major...
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Artificial Intelligence in Recognition and Classification of Astrophysical and Medical Images (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007


	During the past decade digital imaging has significantly progressed in

	all imaging areas ranging from medicine, pharmacy, chemistry, biology to

	astrophysics, meteorology and geophysics. The avalanche of digitized

	images produced a need for special techniques of processing and

	knowledge extraction from many digital images with...
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Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future: The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's ComputersPrinceton Press, 2011


	Computing is transforming our society in ways that are as profound as the changes wrought

	by physics and chemistry in the previous two centuries. Indeed, there is hardly an aspect of

	our lives that hasn't already been influenced, or even revolutionized, by digital technology.

	Given the importance of computing to modern society,...
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Dynamic Speech Models (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006


	In a broad sense, speech dynamics are time-varying or temporal characteristics in all stages

	of the human speech communication process. This process, sometimes referred to as speech

	chain [1], starts with the formation of a linguistic message in the speaker’s brain and ends with

	the arrival of the message in the...
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Foundations of Multidimensional and Metric Data Structures (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006

	The field of multidimensional data structures is large and growing very quickly. Here, for the first time, is a thorough treatment of multidimensional point data, object and image-based representations, intervals and small rectangles, and high-dimensional datasets. The book includes a thorough introduction; a comprehensive survey to spatial...
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Modern Cryptography Primer: Theoretical Foundations and Practical ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Cryptography has experienced rapid development, with major advances recently in both secret and public key ciphers, cryptographic hash functions, cryptographic algorithms and multiparty protocols, including their software engineering correctness verification, and various methods of cryptanalysis. This textbook introduces the reader to these...
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Man's Guide to Muscle and Strength, AHuman Kinetics, 2011

	Your demands are simple enough. You want a straightforward, no-nonsense strength and conditioning program that fits into your schedule and results in a healthy, lean, and defined physique that will get you noticed. You’re willing to put in the work, but you want to see results. Now you can.


	In A Man’s Guide to Muscle...
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Optimal Estimation of Dynamic Systems, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Mathematics & Nonlinear Science)CRC Press, 2011

	Optimal Estimation of Dynamic Systems, Second Edition highlights the importance of both physical and numerical modeling in solving dynamics-based estimation problems found in engineering systems. Accessible to engineering students, applied mathematicians, and practicing engineers, the text presents the central concepts and...
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Culture and Group Processes (Frontiers of Culture and Psychology)Oxford University Press, 2013

	Human beings are adapted for group living. Groups have a wide range of adaptive functions for individuals, including both material benefits of mutual aid and collective action, and subjective psychological benefits of affiliation and social identity. Recent development of cultural psychology, however, has uncovered that culture plays crucial...
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